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Higher levels of economic activity are often accompanied by higher energy use
and consumption of natural resources. As fossil fuels still account for 80% of
the global energy mix, energy consumption remains closely linked to green-
house gas (GHG) emissions and thus to climate change. Under the
assumption of sufficiently elastic demand, this reality of global economic
development based on permanent growth of economic activity, brings into
play the Jevons Paradox, which hypothesises that increases in the efficiency
of resource use leads to increases in resource consumption. Previous research
on the rebound effects has limitations, including a lack of studies on the con-
nection between reinforcement learning and environmental consequences.
This paper develops a mathematical model and computer simulator to
study the effects of micro-level exploration–exploitation strategies on effi-
ciency, consumption and sustainability, considering different levels of direct
and indirect rebound effects. Our model shows how optimal exploration–
exploitation strategies for increasing efficiency can lead to unsustainable devel-
opment patterns if they are not accompanied by demand reduction measures,
which are essential for mitigating climate change. Moreover, our paper speaks
to the broader issue of efficiency traps by highlighting how indirect rebound
effects not only affect primary energy (PE) consumption and GHG emissions,
but also resource consumption in other domains. By linking these issues
together, our study sheds light on the complexities and interdependencies
involved in achieving sustainable development goals.

This article is part of the theme issue ‘Climate change adaptation needs a
science of culture’.
1. Introduction
Economic growth is often associated with an increase in energy use [1–4] and
resource consumption [5,6]. As fossil fuels still account for 80% of the global
energy mix [7,8], energy consumption remains closely linked to greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions and thus to climate change. In this context, the goal of
sustainability is to ensure long-term habitation on the Earth by preserving natu-
ral resources and maintaining ecological balance. This goal has been widely
acknowledged by governments and organizations worldwide. The United
Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals [9] have set the target to implement
energy efficiency improvements in order to promote sustainable development.
However, efforts to achieve this goal, through technical innovations motivated
by increased efficiency, is often frustrated owing to the rebound effect [10–12].
These rebound effects occur when an increase in resource and energy efficiency
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is offset by adverse behavioural responses, leading to
increased consumption rather than decreased consumption
[13].

Under the assumption of sufficiently elastic demand, this
reality of global economic development based on permanent
growth of economic activity, brings into play the Jevons
Paradox, which hypothesizes that increases in the efficiency
of resource use leads to increases in resource consumption
[14]. Surprisingly, policy makers remain relatively unaware
of these issues, with governments, green-focused political
parties, and non-governmental organizations tending to
believe that efficiency gains lower consumption and thus
mitigate deleterious environmental impacts. Yet, when
resource and energy efficiency is offset by adverse behaviour-
al responses, the actual savings in energy use, emissions or
other environmental impacts are lower than expected
[12,15–19].

Recent evidence demonstrates that absolute decoupling is
possible. Eighteen developed nations feature reductions of
GHG emissions accompanied by growing gross domestic pro-
duct (GDP) [20].Manyof these reductions are largely driven by
an increasing share of renewable energy in the electricity mix.
This is in accordance with the predictions of environmental
Kuznets curve (EKC), which posits a nonlinear and non-mono-
tonic relationship between economic and environmental
factors: economic growth is initially concomitant with environ-
mental degradation until the average income reaches a tipping
point and environmental degradation then begins to decrease
[21]. However, this trend is not pervasive and not fast
enough to make a difference to break increasing global GHG
emission trajectories [22]. Other analyses suggest that renew-
ables energies, while underestimated in their potential [23],
cannot completely substitute for fossil fuels before 2050 if not
accompanied by global reductions in energy demand [24,25].
Furthermore, even with the most positive outlook, other
studies question the feasibility of completely breaking the
link between GDP and resource consumption [26]. Similarly,
a 2020 review of 835 empirical studies reached a similar con-
clusion: solely relying on decoupling is insufficient to meet
climate goals and reduce resource consumption in absolute
terms [27]. In this context, carbon emissions are not consist-
ently decreasing according to the EKC, and there is little
consensus on whether the EKC with respect to carbon dioxide
(CO2) emissions has been validated [28,29].

The quantification of rebound effects is commonly accom-
plished by measuring CO2 emissions, GHG emissions or
energy use. The magnitude of the estimated rebound effects,
measured as GHG emissions, has been demonstrated to vary
considerably. Although rebound effects ranging from zero to
100% are the most common, backfire effects (rebound effects
greater than 100%) are also frequently observed [13]. Rebound
effects can be broken down into direct and indirect rebound
effects, particularly at the consumer level [12,15,30]. A direct
rebound effect occurs when an increase in the efficiency of
energy service provision leads to an increase in the demand
for such a service by consumers. For example, when a house-
hold replaces their less energy-efficient boiler with a more
energy-efficient one, they may enjoy lower heating costs and
consequently choose to maintain a higher room temperature,
leading to a direct rebound effect. By contrast, an indirect
rebound effect occurs when consumers react to an energy effi-
ciency improvement or a sufficiency-related behavioural
change by increasing consumption in another area. For
instance, they may use the cost savings from a new, more
energy-efficient boiler to fund a holiday abroad, which, in
turn, generates increased emissions [30].

Prior research has reported a significant variation in the
estimated rebound effect (%) [30]. For example, Lenzen &
Dey [31] reported a rebound effect of 45–123% in food and
heating, Alfredsson [32] reported 7–300% in food, travel and
utilities, Brannlund et al. [33] 120–175% in transport and utili-
ties, Mizobuchi [34] 12–38% in transport and utilities,
Kratena &Wuger [35] 37–86% in transport, heating and electri-
city, Druckman et al. [36] 7–51% in transport, heating and food,
Thomas & Azevedo [18,19], 7–25% in transport and electricity,
andMurray [37] 4–24% in transport and lighting. This existing
body of research reveals a substantial variation in regions,
resource domains, metrics and rebound effects. Consequently,
there is a pressing need for models that can effectively estimate
the values of unknown exploration–exploitation parameters,
tailored to fit observed data in empirical studies. However,
the current lack of suitable models to estimate parameters
and rewards specifically for rebound effects presents a signifi-
cant gap in the field. To illustrate this, consider a scenario
where a society invests in technification while experiencing a
rebound effect. In such a context, it becomes imperative to
ascertain whether the society is at risk of depleting its energy
or material resources. Therefore, the key questions arise: for a
given level of investment in technification and rebound
effect, how can we determine whether a society is at risk of
depleting its energy or material resources? How can we ident-
ify the historical periods wherein technological progress
should be accompanied by demand restriction policies, as
well as those periods where such policies may not be necess-
ary? The scarcity of models looking at these theoretical issues
hinders the generation of hypotheses pertaining to interdepen-
dencies and feedback mechanisms among resources, and their
consequential impact on the global system. Furthermore, the
absence of adequate tools impedes the evaluation of cascading
effects resulting from changes in one domain on others. To
address some of these limitations, here we propose an explora-
tion–exploitationmodel that offers a parameter estimation tool
for different given rebound effect levels. By providing a distinct
representation of three sequential resource domains and their
corresponding dynamics, ourmodel aims to enable researchers
and policy makers to theoretically explore and understand the
cascading effects triggered by rebound effects.

Previous studies on the relationship between how people
makedecisions and their impact on the environmenthave short-
comings. There is a limited amount of research that looks at the
connection between psychological processes and environ-
mental consequences [13]. The theory of moral licensing
[38–40] offers a promising starting point and initial evidence
of psychological-based rebounds. However, while there is a sig-
nificant amount of research on licensing effects in relation to
climate-related behaviour, studies that specifically measure the
extent of spillover effects on energy consumption or emissions
are limited. Furthermore, as Reimers et al. [13] suggest, research
on rebound effects tends to only examinewithin-domain [41,42]
or cross-domain effects (e.g. [43]), but not both. Additionally,
there is a lack of modelling research that formalizes and quan-
tifies the negative impact of individual’s actions on resource
consumption at the systemic level.

Exploration–exploitation models are a class of reinforce-
ment learning models that provide a framework for balancing
the exploration of new strategies with the exploitation of
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currently effective ones [44–47]. In decisionmaking, exploration
refers to the process of trying out new options or strategies,
while exploitation refers to the process of maintaining the
best-known option or strategy currently available. Explora-
tion–exploitation models can provide a useful framework for
studying issues related to consumption and sustainability by
treating efficient resource utilization as a search problem
where populations can either exploit known solutions or
explore for more efficient opportunities elsewhere. These
models can help balance the trade-off between trying out new
methods to conserve resources and using currently effective
methods [48]. Moreover, exploration–exploitation models can
also be applied to the analysis of consumption behaviour [49],
which is a crucial factor in the promotion of sustainable
consumption patterns. However, models of reinforcement
learning applied to resource consumption and environmental
conservation are relatively rare, and their use has been directed
more towards social learning and optimization [44,50]. Studies
have demonstrated that exploration–exploitation models are
valuable in examining resource consumption and sustainability,
because they can help to understand how agents, such as indi-
viduals or organizations, make decisions about allocating
resources in uncertain environments [51,52]. By studying
these models, researchers can gain insight into how different
factors, such us resource scarcity or regulatory policies, affect
resource consumption and sustainability.

In this paper, we ask: what are the global implications of
exploration–exploitation dynamics on the long-term trade-off
between resource efficiency and consumption across domains?
Using a combination of mathematical and computational mod-
elling, where we study the aggregated effects of micro level
strategies on efficiency, consumption and sustainability, our
model allows us to investigate different levels of direct and
indirect rebound effects across resource domains. We formalize
the Jevons’ Paradox at a systemic level, demonstrating how
efficiency-driven decision-making strategies can lead to unsus-
tainable development patterns. Our results speak to questions
such as whether the climate and resource consumption crisis
can be solved by increased efficiency alone, or under what con-
ditions pursuing efficiency without demand adjustments could
become a trap that leads to environmental collapse.
2. Methods
We first describe the exploration–exploitation dynamic and
explain how we compute efficiency. Next, we outline the three
sequential resource domains incorporated in the model. We
then describe how we compute resource consumption at the
population level as well as the computation of existing resources
and the sustainability index. Finally, we present a table with the
combinations of parameter values examined.

(a) The model
The exploration–exploitation dynamic:

We consider a population of agents in which agents must
decide at each time step between two possible complementary
development strategies:

(i) exploration, which allows agents to improve their current
knowledge by searching for new solutions, allowing them
to make more informed decisions in the future; or

(ii) exploitation, which refers to the use of already existing
solutions. This strategy leads to efficiency stagnation.
Let us consider a vector of possible actions K = {1,… ,k} where
K∈N+. We model action selection using a N-armed bandit pro-
blem that consists of a number of real distributions of efficiency
E = {e1,… , ek}, each of them associated with a reward M = μ1, … ,
μk. We assume that agents have a strong preference for maximiz-
ing efficiency so that when they find a more efficient action they
receive a higher reward. The initial probability distributions of
the efficiency corresponding to each action are different and
unknown to the agents. The efficiency of an action chosen by a
given agent after T time steps is given by the following equation:

Eakt ¼ 1� ðTm� �
XT
t¼1

maktÞ,

where μ* stands for the maximal reward mean and μatk is the
reward obtained by an agent when using action k at time t.
Since the real efficiency distributions of the system are predefined
at the outset, the maximum efficiency of the model is reached
when agents obtain the maximum reward. This will allow us
to relate the consequences of the maximization model to the
consumption of resources in different rebound effect scenarios.

In order for agents to decide which action to choose, actions
have a value. The value of an action is defined as the expected
efficiency of that action out of the set of all possible actions.
Since the agent does not know the value of selecting an action,
we use the sample mean to estimate the expected efficiency:

EðEaktÞ ¼
PT

t¼1 makt

nkt
,

where nkt is the number of times action k was taken before time t.
This function allows agents who decide to exploit their current
knowledge to choose the action that has the most efficiency
associated with it, namely max kt.

We use a simple algorithm to balance exploration and exploi-
tation, in such a way that the mathematical optimization can
yield locally optimal solutions that approximate a globally opti-
mal solution. At each time step, agents take either the action that
seems to be optimal (max kt) with probability (1− ε) (i.e. exploi-
tation), or a random action with probability ε (i.e. exploration). In
this context, ε = 0 means full exploitation, and ε = 1 means full
exploration. That is to say, the optimization choice function f(x)
is given by:

f (x) ¼ max kt, with p ¼ 1� 1
kt � U([1,k]), with p ¼ 1

,
�

where max kt is the optimal action according to the observed data
at time t, and kt∼U([1, k]) is a uniform random choice that takes
values in K = [1,… ,k].

(b) Resource domains
The proposed mathematical model comprises three sequential
resource domains, each representing a distinct resource and its
corresponding dynamics. Resource domain 1 pertains to primary
energy (PE) and is quantified in terms of the existing resource
stock denoted as gross available energy, measured in abstract
units (a.u.) that can be mapped into physical units (e.g. in kilo-
watt-hour, kWh), and the mean consumption level denoted
as the overall PE consumption. Resource domain 2 represents
target good 2, a natural resource that is initially consumed
owing to the indirect rebound effect of the first domain, and is
quantified in abstract numerical units. Finally, resource domain 3
captures the consumption dynamics of target good 3, which
starts to be used following an improvement in consumption effi-
ciency of target good 2, and is also quantified in abstract
numerical units. These resource domains enable the modelling
of the interdependencies and feedback mechanisms between
the resources and their impact on the overall system, irrespective
of the specific physical units used. The distinct representation of
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each resource domain facilitates the assessment of the cascading
effects of changes in one domain on the other domains, which is
a crucial feature for policy formulation and scenario analysis.
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(c) Resource consumption
At each time step, the resources consumed from the primary
resource domain C1 by a typical agent with efficiency Ea are com-
puted as the baseline per capita consumption plus the difference
between the aggregate consumption owing to the direct rebound
effect and the unrealized consumption owing to efficiency gains:

C1 ¼ b1 þ EaD1 � (1�D1)Ea,

where β1 stands for the baseline per capita consumption in
resource units, Ea stands for agent’s real efficiency, and D1 is
the marginal direct rebound level measured as additional
number of resource units consumed for each unit of efficiency
gain. This means that when the rebound D1 is less than 0.5, effi-
ciency gains compensate for the rebound effect (i.e. sustainable
scenario). When D1 is greater than 0.5, efficiency gains cannot
compensate for the rebound effect (i.e. Jevons Paradox scenario).
When D1 is 0.5, we have a neutral model, where the actual
resource savings are equal to the increase in usage (according
to some classical measures this corresponds to scenarios where
the rebound effect (r) is at 100%).

Indirect rebound effects at the consumer level occur when
potential savings (e.g. lower GHG emissions owing to less con-
sumption of fossil resources) resulting from the use of more
efficient technologies ormore responsible consumption in one con-
sumption domain are partially or fully offset by consumption in
other domains. We model indirect rebound effects as the
additional resource consumption in a subsequent domain owing
to a shift of resource consumption away from the primary
domain as a consequence of efficiency gains (e.g. efficiency gains
associated with a fall in the relative price of secondary domain
resource consumption). We assume that for each discrete jump
by one unit in efficiency in E = {e1,… ,ek}, agents are able to start
consuming resources from a subsequent domain n + 1. The
consumption function is governed by the following expression:

f (C)¼

if Ea,e1

C1¼b1þEaD1�(1�D1 )Ea
C2¼b2

...
Cn¼bn

8>><
>>:

else if e1,Ea�e2

C1¼b1þEaD1 (1�I1)�(1�D1 )Ea
C2¼b2þEaD2 I1�(1�D2 )Ea

...
Cn¼bn

8>><
>>:

...

else if ek�1 ,Ea�ek

C1¼b1þEaD1 (1�I1)�(1�D1 )Ea
C2¼b2þEaD2 I1 (1�I2)�(1�D2 )Ea

...
Cn¼bnEaDn I1I2 ...In�1

8>><
>>:

,

8>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>:

where In represents the share of resource consumption owing to
rebound effects that are consumed in the subsequent domain n +
1 as a consequence of the indirect rebound effect. For each resource
domain, an indicative sustainability index i can be computed at
each time step by i = βn/Cn, reflecting baseline needs at t0 met for
each unit of resources consumed. When i = 1, it means that for
each unit of resources consumed, we maintain the needs of one
individual. When i < 1, it means that more resources are consumed
than the population would need to meet its basic needs. When i >
1, it means that fewer resources are consumed than the population
would need to cover their basic needs.
(d) Existing resources
We compute existing resources X in each resource domain
n at each time step t as the existing resources minus the
resources consumed times the replenishment rate of the
remaining resources:

Xnt ¼ ðXn(t�1) � CntÞ þ ðXn(t�1) � CntÞan,

which can be grouped as:

Xnt ¼ ðXn(t�1) � CntÞð1þ an Þ,
where αn stands for resource units replenished per unit of
existing resources at each time step.

We run 1000 simulations for each of the parameter
combinations shown in table 1.
3. Results
We first consider outputs from the standard model without
indirect rebound effects. We then simulate scenarios with
indirect rebound effects across three consecutive resource
domains. Finally, we analyse scenarios with partial indirect
rebound effects subject to low replenishment rate conditions.

(a) Direct rebound effect
We first consider the effects of exploration–exploitation strat-
egies on efficiency, consumption and sustainability, assuming
only direct rebound effects. Here we show simulation results
for the parameter values indicated in figure 1.

When the marginal direct rebound level D is less than 0.5
(figure 1a), there is no resource depletion. In our model, this
corresponds to a situation where the actual resource savings
are higher than the expected savings. Efficiency gains offset
the rebound effect. In this scenario, as efficiency increases, aver-
age consumption in the primary resource domain goes down
and sustainability index grows over time. The sustainability
index grows faster in the scenarios with optimal efficiency
strategies (i.e. 0.01≤ ε≤ 0.1, strategies with relatively high
exploration levels, but not too high to prevent exploitation).
This scenario is equivalent to a scenario where the consump-
tion of fossil resources decreases over time, leading to a
reduction in relative emissions, but not necessarily to an absol-
ute reduction in the concentration of GHGs in the atmosphere.

When D = 0.5 (figure 1b), this corresponds to a situation
where the actual resource savings are equal to the expected
savings owing to efficiency gains. In this scenario, there is
no resource depletion, there is constant average consumption
and the sustainability index remains constant at 1. This
model corresponds to a neutral model. This corresponds to
a 100% direct rebound effect (r) according to the classical
measurement, i.e. r = 1− (E−D) = 1.

When 0.5 <D≤ 1 (e.g. figure 1c), the actual resource savings
are less than expected savings. In this scenario, optimal effi-
ciency strategies increase the probability of resource depletion.
Paradoxically, there is no resource depletion in scenarios with
lower efficiency (ε = 0), because the rebound effect does
not overtake the resource replenishment rate. The higher the
efficiency, the faster resources are depleted. Consumption
increases over time in most scenarios. The sustainability index
decreases over time. In general, in this scenario, backfire
depends on the amount of available resources, the rate of
resource replenishment and population size.

When D = 1 (figure 1d), in this scenario there is no real
saving of resources because all the efficiency gain is trans-
formed into rebound effect. This situation captures the
Jevons Paradox for all possible exploration–exploitation



Table 1. Parameters and state variables.

parameter symbol number of levels value(s)

time, time steps T, t 10 000 0 to 10 000 in steps of 1

population size A 2 100, 1000

typical agent a

actions K = {1,… , k} 4

strategies exploration and exploitation 2

probability of choosing to explore ε 5 0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5

efficiency distributions E = {e1,… , ek} 4 0 to 3 in steps of 1

real efficiency of agent a with action k at time t Eakt
expected efficiency of agent a with action k at time t E(Eakt)

rewards M = μ1,… , μk 4 0 to 3 in steps of 1

baseline consumption β 1 0.1

total consumption C

existing resources X 10 000

replenishment rate α 2 0.01, 0.001

direct rebound level D 11 0 to 1 in steps of 1

rebound effect r 11 0 to 2 in steps of 2

indirect rebound level I 11 0 to 1 in steps of 1

correction factor c 1 10

resource domain n 3

royalsocietypublishing.org/journal/rstb
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strategies. The higher the efficiency, the faster the probability of
resource depletion. Consumption goes up over time and the
sustainability index decreases over time.
(b) Indirect rebound effect
To expand our model, we now consider the effects of explora-
tion–exploitation strategies when efficiency gains (e.g. more
efficient technologies) are partially offset by behavioural
responses in other resource domains. This aims to capture
scenarios where potential savings in one domain (e.g. lower
consumption of fossil fuels) lead to a corresponding increase
in the consumption of resources in other domains. We assume
that for each discrete jump by one unit in efficiency, agents can
start consuming resources from a subsequent domain.

Indirect rebound effects that lead to backfire, capturing the
Jevons Paradox at the systemic level, can be observed in simu-
lations with D > 0.5 (r > 100%). To illustrate this phenomenon,
we present simulations with D = 0.75 and I = 0.75 in figure 2.
The simulations involve three distinct resource domains,
each representing different types of resources, which are
sequentially consumed as efficiency increases with each effi-
ciency leap. Initially, agents consume from resource domain 1,
but as their efficiency improves, they shift consumption to
resource domain 2. Similarly, upon reaching the next efficiency
threshold, they transition to resource domain 3. Consequently,
for strategies with ε > 0, average consumption in each resource
domain increases until reaching tipping points, beyond which
consumption starts to decline. The timing of these tipping
points depends on the level of efficiency attained, with higher
efficiency levels reaching them earlier. This is attributed to the
fact that as efficiency improves, agents divert their consumption
to subsequent resource domains, thereby mitigating exploita-
tion pressure in the primary domains.

It is noteworthy that efficiency gains slow down over
time, resulting in diminishing returns for all exploration–
exploitation strategies, as illustrated in figure 1. For instance,
strategies with ε = 0.01 show a rapid increase in actual (nor-
malized) efficiency from 0 to approximately 0.2 within 10
time steps. However, it takes an additional 100 time steps
to achieve an efficiency of 0.4. This explains why populations
reach consumption tipping points quickly in the first domain,
but takes longer to reach a tipping point in the second and
third domains (figure 2, mean consumption). As the system
approaches its theoretical limits, further optimizations
become more challenging, and as efficiency improvements
become progressively more challenging, populations spend
more time-consuming resources in each subsequent domain
until the next efficiency threshold is reached. Consequently,
the accumulation of total consumption over time intensifies,
increasing the likelihood of resource stock depletion.

Indirect rebound effects, by shifting consumption from the
primary domain to subsequent domains, alleviate exploitation
pressure in the primary domains. Figure 2 illustrates this
phenomenon in domain 1, and particularly in domain 2,
where mean consumption initially rises and then declines,
while the sustainability index decreases and then increases.
However, under the assumption of equivalent resource
replenishment levels, this merely displaces the unsustainable
exploitation pattern to subsequent domains. Simulation results
reveal that optimal efficiency strategies ultimately lead to
resource exhaustion in domain 3, where the manifestation of
transferred backfire effects becomes evident. This resource
exhaustion is visually represented by vertical marks inter-
secting with the mean consumption lines, indicating that
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Figure 1. Direct rebound effects. Trajectories for efficiency, existing stock of primary energy (PE) resources denoted as gross available energy, and average PE
consumption for different levels of direct rebound effect and probability of exploration (ε). We use abstract numerical units that can be mapped into physical
units (e.g. gross available energy and mean PE consumption expressed in kilowatt-hour, kWh). Simulations using the following parameter values: N = 100;
t = 10 000; ε = [0, 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.5]; β1 = 0.1; X1(t=0) = 10 000; α1 = 0.01; D1 = [0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1]; I1 = 0; M = [0, 1, 2, 3]. The vertical marks intersecting
the mean consumption lines represent the point of resource exhaustion. The subsequent projections beyond this point illustrate the consumption trends in the
absence of resource constraints. (a) Rebound level 0.25: this corresponds to a situation where the actual resource savings are higher than the expected savings.
(b) Rebound level 0.5: this corresponds to a situation where the actual resource savings are equal to the expected savings owing to efficiency gains. (c) Rebound
level 0.75: the actual resource savings are less than expected savings. (d ) Rebound level 1.0: in this scenario, there is no real saving of resources because all the
efficiency gain is transformed into rebound effect.
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expected consumption trends cannot be sustained in these
scenarios (figure 2, mean consumption, resource domain 3).
Notably, strategies that reach optimal efficiency levels faster
(i.e. 0.05≤ ε≤ 0.1) exhaust resources shortly after t = 400,
while strategies with slower progress towards optimal effi-
ciency levels (i.e. ε = 0.01) deplete resources later, around t =
2000. On the other hand, strategies that fail to attain optimal
efficiency (i.e. ε = 0 and ε = 0.5) do not reach consumption
levels significant enough to deplete the available resources.
This observation exemplifies the essence of the Jevons Paradox
at a systemic level and serves as a showcase, highlighting that
while optimal exploration–exploitation strategies can enhance
efficiency, their implementation without accompanying
demand reduction measures can result in unsustainable
development patterns.
(c) Partial rebounds
Partial rebounds (0 <D < 0.5, i.e. 0 < r < 100%) can also con-
tribute to resource depletion when replenishment levels are
insufficient. We present simulations for partial rebound scen-
arios where the actual resource savings are lower than
expected owing to a 50% direct rebound effect (D = 0.25)
and 50% indirect rebound effects across domains (I = 0.25).
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We analyse scenarios where resources are scarcely renewable,
with a replenishment rate set at 0.0001 (figure 3).

In this context of partial rebound effects, exploration–
exploitation strategies that best maximize efficiency can
compensate for the increase in consumption resulting from
the rebound effect in the primary and secondary domains.
Despite the initial decline in the level of existing resources
owing to low initial efficiency and a low replenishment
rate, these strategies eventually enable the ecosystem to
restore the original resource levels. However, it is important
to note that the indirect rebound effect propagates consump-
tion to subsequent domains, leading to an inevitable collapse
of the system in the final resource extraction domain when
replenishment rates are exceedingly low.
4. Discussion
In this study, we investigate the effects of exploration–
exploitation strategies on efficiency, consumption and sustain-
ability, taking into account different levels of direct and
indirect rebound effects. Our model successfully formalizes
the Jevons’ Paradox at a systemic level, demonstrating how
efficiency-driven decision-making strategies can lead to
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unsustainable development patterns. Our results provide
a comprehensive understanding of the behaviouralmechanisms
driving rebound effects and the quantification of the consequen-
ces of these mechanisms in terms of resource consumption
and sustainability. Furthermore, it highlights the importance of
considering both efficiency improvements and demand-side
solutions for achieving sustainable development goals. While
improving efficiency is crucial in reducing relative resource
consumption and emissions, it may not be enough on its own
to achieve absolute reduction. As proposed in a large number
of previous studies, it is also essential to address demand-side
factors by reducing aggregate resource use, energy demand
and emissions, and implementing redistribution policies,
cap-and-trade schemes or carbon taxes [24,53–56]. This
approach ensures that sustainable development goals can be
met in a comprehensive and holistic manner.

The relationship between long-term optimal strategies in
terms of efficiency and sustainability is complex, as optimal
efficiency strategies do not always align with reductions in
total PE consumption, GHG emissions or material consump-
tion. Specifically, we found that when D exceeds 0.5,
efficiency gains cannot compensate for the rebound effect,
leading to increased consumption and increased probability
of resource depletion. Conversely, when D is below 0.5, effi-
ciency gains do compensate for the rebound effect, leading to
decreased consumption. As such, policy recommendations
should prioritize demand restraint measures in scenarios
where the quantified rebound effect is high (D > 0.5 or r >
100%), and particularly in cases where knowledge on the
rebound effect is not sufficiently reliable. This holds particu-
larly true in situations where the exploration–exploitation
balance approaches optimality. For example, it may be advisa-
ble to consider demand reduction policies and practices in
areas where there are high rebound effects, low replenishment
rates and high investment in efficient technologies. As behav-
ioural responses to such measures and rebound effects may
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vary depending on resource domains and income levels
[12,13,15–19], we emphasize the importance of tailoring
measures to specific contexts and income levels. Overall, our
results stress the need for careful consideration of the rebound
effect and behavioural responses in policy decisions related to
resource efficiency and sustainability.

The United Nations’ Sustainable Development Goals [9]
include the aim to implement energy efficiency improvements
to promote sustainable development. However, as previous
studies have shown, the effort to achieve these goals through
technical innovations [10–12] or consumer behaviours [36,57]
is often thwarted by rebound effects. Our study highlights the
potential role of decision-making strategies in driving rebound
effects. Consumer studies, such as those by Catlin &Wang [41]
andNoblet &McCoy [58], have shown that consumersmay feel
a moral license in one product or consumption domain, leading
to less environmentally conscious behaviour in the same or
another domain. Consistent with this finding, our model
shows that individuals may be motivated by virtuousness to
pursue exploration strategies, increasing resource consumption.
However, previous research has limitations, such as a scarcity of
studies that examine the relationship between psychological
processes and environmental consequences [13], and a lack of
research that formalizes, models and quantifies the negative
impact of behavioural responses on resource consumption.
Furthermore, studies on rebound effects tend to focus on
either within-domain [41,42] or cross-domain effects (e.g.
[43]), but not both (e.g. [59,60]). Our study aims to fill these
gaps by providing a comprehensive understanding of the
exploration–exploitation mechanisms that drive direct and
indirect rebound effects within and across domains, and by
quantifying the consequences of these mechanisms in terms
of resource consumption and sustainability.

One advantage of our model is that it uses abstract
numerical units, which allows for easier manipulation and
experimentation with the model’s parameters. Changing the
numerical values of the agents’ behaviours and interactions
can be done quickly and easily, without having to consider the
physical implications of those changes. This can save time and
resources in model development and testing. This can make
agent-based models more generalizable across different con-
texts, as the model can be easily adapted to represent different
systems by changing the numerical values of the parameters.
In this way, the present study introduces a tool capable of theor-
etically estimating unknown parameters for a broad range of
case studies [31] pertaining to diverse areas—i.e. electricity,
lighting, transport, heating, food, among others—and resource
domains—i.e. GHG-based energy consumption, PE consump-
tion and material consumption metals (non-metallic minerals,
biomass and fossil energy carriers). Nevertheless, one of the
limitations of models that use abstract numerical units is
that it can be challenging to translate the model’s output into
real-world implications. Representing the complexities of
real-world energy and resource systems accurately can be
problematic when using abstract numerical units, resulting
in unrealistic assumptions or predictions. Moreover, because
abstract numerical units do not directly correspond to physical
units, it can be challenging to integrate physical laws and
constraints into the model, limiting its accuracy and applica-
bility. Therefore, we suggest using caution when drawing
conclusions fromourmodel, althoughwe believe it can be valu-
able in generating hypotheses and informing environmental
policy complemented by empirical studies.
The current version of the model assumes movement to
new resource domains is unidirectional. This models a scen-
ario where a population initially consumes one resource (e.g.
wood) and then moves to a newly discovered resource (e.g.
coal). However, it seems plausible that there are situations
where a society consumes a new resource but moves back
to the previous resource. We should expect such situations
to emerge when resources vary on some perceivable dimen-
sions, such as differences in the rate of replenishment or the
ease with which resources are extracted, and societies use
this information to make decisions about what resources
they exploit at any given time. If societies, and the individuals
within them, are active decision-makers who have some
autonomy over what resources they exploit, then one solution
is for populations to employ dynamic equilibrium strategies;
here, movement between resources is monitored and updated
depending on the rate of replenishment and current
consumption levels. Future research can contrast such exten-
sions with our existing model to see if they depart and result
in fundamentally different long-term dynamics.

To conclude, our study also provides an important avenue
for future research to further explore the propagation of con-
sumption to downstream domains under partial rebound
effects. In the literature, the study of partial rebound effects
under low replenishment rate conditions is not well established.
However, it is important to consider that if the extraction rate of a
resource exceeds the replacement rate, the resource will become
finite and eventually depleted (e.g. [61]). While initial resource
levels may decrease owing to low efficiency and replenishment
rates, optimal exploration–exploitation strategies for increasing
efficiency have the potential to restore the primary resource
domain to its original resource levels. However, it should be
noted that indirect rebound effects can propagate the consump-
tion level to downstream domains. For instance, in cases where
replenishment rates are extremely low, collapse of the system in
the final resource extraction domain may be inevitable if
resource demand is not limited, constrained or restrained.
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